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Abstract

The objective of the inverse problem of electrocardio-
graphy is to noninvasively reconstruct information about
electrical activity at the heart surface (epicardium), from
electrical measurements on the body surface and a patient-
specific torso-heart geometry. This is complicated by the
ill-posedness of the inverse problem. Previously, we have
shown that a realistic basis can be created from (sim-
ulated) epicardial training potentials. Potentials recon-
structed with traditional methods can be projected onto
this basis, improving the quality of reconstructions. Here,
we propose a novel superior method called ‘physiology-
based regularization’ that renders traditional reconstruc-
tion and projection unnecessary. Instead, reconstruction
of epicardial electrograms is achieved directly, by pursu-
ing a sparse representation in terms of this realistic basis.
We validate this method by invasive epicardial electrogram
recordings in a canine experiment. We further demonstrate
that by creating a realistic basis for a specific purpose, this
method can answer clinical questions with improved accu-
racy. Ultimately, physiology-based regularization would
improve patient care by yielding patient-specific results,
inspired by electrophysiological knowledge and optimized
to answer clinically relevant questions.

1. Introduction

Electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) aims at non-
invasively reconstructing the electrical activity of the
heart, based on body-surface potential measurements and
a patient-specific torso-heart geometry. [1, 2] This is
achieved by solving the inverse problem of electrocardiog-
raphy. In the last decades, much progress has been made in
ECGI and clinical applications occur with increasing fre-
quency. [3, 4] However, the accuracy of the reconstructed
electrical heart activity is still suboptimal.

Previously, we have introduced a method that utilizes
a ‘realistic basis’ to improve reconstruction of epicardial

(heart surface) electrograms. [5] This realistic basis is con-
structed by simulating beats on the patient-specific epi-
cardium and spans the space of those simulated train-
ing potentials. We showed that traditional reconstructions
(such as Tikhonov-regularized solutions) become more ac-
curate when projected onto this realistic basis. In this pa-
per, we improve this method by removing the need for tra-
ditional regularization methods. We will show that it is
possible to solve the inverse problem directly in terms of
the most prominent elements of the realistic basis, thereby
taking advantage of the electrophysiological knowledge
that is present in that basis. This approach creates the pos-
sibility to focus the inverse solution on the type of pathol-
ogy at hand by creating a specific basis. We will show that
cardiac beats that originate from a specific part of the heart
are reconstructed more accurately when using a basis that
is trained for beats originating from that side of the heart.
These improvements will be illustrated and validated by
unique in vivo data.

2. Physiology-based regularization

Physiology-based regularization of electrical heart ac-
tivity is based on (see Figure 1):

1. An inverse model, relating epicardial and body-surface
potentials;

2. A realistic epicardial potential basis, based on some
form of ‘electrophysiological knowledge’;

3. Regularization of epicardial potentials in terms of this
basis.

2.1. The inverse model

In this study, we use a potential-based formulation to
reconstruct epicardial potentials. This is described by the
following forward problem:

YB = AYH (1)

in which YB represents the vectorized body-surface poten-
tials, YH the vectorized heart-surface (epicardial) poten-
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Figure 1. Physiology-based inverse reconstruction of electrical heart activity in a dog. Body-surface potentials were
recorded with 192 electrodes. A CT scan was performed to localize the electrodes and epicardial surface. The digitized
epicardial surface was used to simulate electrical activity of a diverse set of beats, creating a physiologically realistic
basis. Subsequently, epicardial electrical activity was reconstructed in terms of this simulated realistic basis. In the specific
experimental setup shown here, also 99 epicardial electrodes were implanted, providing validation electrograms to which
the reconstructed electrograms could be compared.

tials, and A the transfer matrix that contains the electro-
magnetic relation between those potential vectors. [1] In
the inverse problem, the body-surface potentials YB and
the transfer matrix A are known, and the epicardial poten-
tials YH unknown.

2.2. The realistic epicardial basis

The realistic epicardial basis will provide the building
blocks that will be used to reconstruct epicardial potentials
from measured body-surface potentials. Therefore, this
basis should include some kind of physiological knowl-
edge. This is achieved by simulating a few dozen electri-
cal beats on the digitized patient-specific epicardium, us-
ing the FitzHugh-Nagumo action potential model. [5, 6]
The beats are chosen to originate from different locations
on the epicardium as to generate diversity. We decompose
the simulated FitzHugh-Nagumo simulated potentials Y #

H

by applying singular value decomposition:

Y #
H = USV T (2)

which will yield U and V containing the left and right sin-
gular vectors, respectively, and S containing the singular
values σi. [7] The columns of U represent a spatial ba-
sis for the set of simulated realistic epicardial potentials,
and V the temporal basis. Whereas the time series of
FitzHugh-Nagumo potentials does not resemble real epi-

cardial electrograms much, the spatial distribution of po-
tentials over the epicardium that originates from those ac-
tion potentials is much like the spatial distribution of true
epicardial potentials. Therefore, we assume that U can
be used as a realistic spatial basis for potentials over a
(patient-specific) epicardial surface.

Due to the descending ordering of singular values, the
first columns of U are more important for representing the
simulated data, and truncation may be applied to arrive at a
smaller spatial basis. A condensed basis will be beneficial
as it leaves fewer possibilities for ill-posed influences that
could result in unrealistic solutions. Therefore, we truncate
U to a suitably small basis Ut consisting of only the first t
components.

2.3. Regularization in terms of the realistic
basis

Due to the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem, it is
very sensitive to noise. Additional information is needed
to arrive at a realistic solution, which is called regulariza-
tion. [3] Usually, mathematical or physical constraints are
added to the problem as method of regularization. In this
paper, we propose to use the realistic basis Ut as a con-
straint, thereby using physiological knowledge as regular-
ization constraint. If we assume that Ut is a realistic ba-
sis for the epicardial potentials, there should be a vector β
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such that we can define the (to be reconstructed) epicardial
potentials in terms of this basis:

YH = Utβ (3)

and our forward problem becomes:

YB = AUtβ (4)

Reconstruction of epicardial potentials in terms of this
new basis can then be achieved by lasso regularization.
This is a form of least squares approximation, that mini-
mizes the least squares error of the direct solution ||YB −
AUtβ||2 while at the same time requiring ||β||1 to be
smaller than a given parameter λ. [8] Constraining the L1-
norm of the parameter vector β tends to produce only a few
nonzero coefficients in β, pursuing sparsity. This results
in only the most important elements of the realistic basis
being used for reconstruction of the epicardial potentials.
As the realistic basis only consists of well-defined spatial
potential patterns, we expect that this approach drastically
reduces the influence of ill-posedness on reconstructed epi-
cardial potentials.

3. Experimental validation

To test the proposed method, validation data was ac-
quired in a dog experiment. In a healthy dog, electrodes
were implanted around the epicardium via a thoracotomy
and body-surface electrodes were attached to the torso.
A homogeneous geometry was digitized from a CT scan
and consisted of the body-surface electrodes and the epi-
cardial surface. Potential recordings were obtained si-
multaneously on the body-surface and on the epicardium.
The transfer matrix A, relating the electrical activity at
the heart-surface to the body-surface, was computed with
methods available from the SCIrun software repository. [9]

Reconstruction of epicardial potentials was achieved
by physiological regularization as explained in the previ-
ous section. For comparison, also traditional zeroth or-
der Tikhonov regularization was performed. Regulariza-
tion parameters were determined automatically (L-curve
method for Tikhonov regularization) or manually (in the
case of physiological regularization). A local electrogram
was reconstructed for each node of the digitized epicardial
surface. Of all implanted epicardial electrodes, 67 elec-
trodes recorded a good signal. Those electrograms (the
ground truth) were compared to the reconstructed electro-
grams from the corresponding (closest) virtual epicardial
node. Selected epicardial electrodes were also used for
pacing. In that case, reconstructed epicardial electrograms
were used to determine the location of first activation (de-
fined by the earliest maximum −dV/dt) and compared to
the known pacing location.

Figure 2. A sinus beat was reconstructed on the epicar-
dial surface of this test animal, based on measured body-
surface potentials and the digitized torso-heart geometry.
On selected epicardial locations, electrograms (EGM) are
shown: measured (left), Tikhonov-reconstructed (middle)
and physiology-based reconstructed (right).

4. Results I: using a general basis

Selected measured and reconstructed local epicardial
electrograms are shown in Figure 2 for a sinus beat.
Overall, the Pearson correlation coefficient between the
Tikhonov-reconstructed electrograms and the 67 measured
electrograms was on average 0.59; for the physiology-
based reconstructed potentials, the correlation with the
measurements was 0.60. Thus, physiology-based regular-
ization yields electrograms of equal quality as those recon-
structed with Tikhonov regularization.

5. Results II: using a specific basis

An advantage of using simulations to create a realistic
basis, is that these simulations can be tuned to create a ba-
sis that is specific for a certain type of electrical activity.
By simulating beats originating only from the right ventri-
cle or only from the left ventricle, we created two different
bases and hypothesized that these are tuned to detect beats
paced on the right or left ventricle, respectively.

For six beats paced on the right ventricle and six paced
on the left ventricle, we reconstructed the local epicardial
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Tikh PhysGen PhysLe PhysRi
Left paced 42±26 68±18 31±22 66±12
Right paced 40±24 46±29 53±33 35±30

Table 1. Mean localization error (mm ± standard devi-
ation) for beats reconstructed with zeroth order Tikhonov
regularization (Tikh), physiology-based nonspecific regu-
larization (PhysGen), and physiology-based left-specific
and right-specific regularization (PhysLe and PhysRi, re-
spectively). The results are given separately for beats
paced on the left (n=6) and right (n=6) ventricle.

electrograms based on the general (non-specific) basis, or
from the left- or right-specific bases and determined the
location of earliest activation. This location was then com-
pared with the known location of pacing (Table 1). When
left- or right-specific bases are used, the localization error
decreases compared to a non-specific basis (significantly
for left-paced beats (p=0.02), nonsignificantly for right-
paced beats). This suggests that physiology-based regu-
larization indeed can be used to focus on a specific region
of beat origin.

6. Discussion

We have shown that it is possible to noninvasively re-
construct electrical heart activity in terms of a realistic ba-
sis. This approach differs radically from the traditional
regularization methods in the inverse problem of electro-
cardiography, which apply mathematical or physical con-
straints. By using a realistic epicardial basis, it is possible
to include electrophysiological knowledge as constraints.
The correlation between reconstructed and in vivo mea-
sured electrograms is similar to those of traditional recon-
struction methods. We have also shown that it is possi-
ble to create a basis that is optimized to answer a distinct
question, such as the location of first activation on the epi-
cardium. This approach might give clinicians the opportu-
nity to pick a basis that is designed for a certain pathology,
improving reconstruction quality for that purpose.

We expect that these results will be more pronounced
when methods are developed to automatically determine
a suitable basis size t and constraining parameter λ. An-
other improvement would be to simulate beats using an
action potential model that is more cardiac-specific then
the FitzHugh-Nagumo model; however, this will come at a
substantial computational cost.

Although we validated this method in just one ani-
mal experiment, the high quality of the validation data is
unique. To our knowledge, this is the first time in the field
of the inverse problem of electrocardiography that these
type of data have been acquired in vivo: extensive epicar-
dial electrograms that are measured simultaneously to the
body-surface potentials, in a closed chest in a healthy ani-

mal. Continuation of these experiments will help these and
other inverse algorithms to reach their full potential.

Ultimately, physiology-based regularization would im-
prove patient care by yielding noninvasive patient-specific
results, inspired by electrophysiological knowledge and
optimized to answer clinically relevant questions.
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